LABEOC Resource Request: Seeking a Louisiana-based manufacturing company to produce a SARS CoV-2 Antibody test

LABEOC Partners -

We are looking for a Louisiana based manufacturing facility that would be capable of producing a SARS CoV-2 Antibody test that One Milo has developed.

At this time they are looking for ISO certified and FDA certified manufacturing plant that has capacity now to manufacture One Milo's SARS CoV-2 Antibody test so they can expand their operations. A manufacturing company that produces lateral flow devices and/or pregnancy tests but does not already manufacture a COVID-19 antibody test would be the ideal candidate.

One Milo would also be open to discussing bringing the proper equipment into a certified plant if someone has that availability/capacity.

One Milo would like to contract any such manufacturing plant to their full capacity as soon as possible.

Contact Meredith Kallaher at meredith@meredithandboo.com for more information.